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Chatham 

The members of Rubberbandance Group walk lightly on the earth. 

They seem to skim its surface, balancing on two hands nearly as often as they stand on two feet. 

As they flip and roll through the air, it appears to change density around them, becoming thicker 

and heavier in order to hold them up. 

Victor Quijada's Montreal-based troupe performed his evening-length work "Gravity of Center" 

at PS21 Friday evening. The piece is not only a showcase for Quijada's distinctive style—a fluid 

fusion of hip hop–inspired movement and contemporary dance—it's also an immersion into an 

emotionally suspenseful narrative. 

The five dancers (Katherine Cowie, James Gregg, Franklin Luy, Lea Ved and Quijada) are a 

family or tribe, entirely connected but also in almost constant conflict. 

As the piece begins and a single light brightens the stage, the group rises from the floor and 

clusters together, watchful and close to the ground; it's hard to tell whether they're a herd of 

predators or prey. But before long, as if enacting an unfortunate yet inevitable human evolution, 

their defensive postures are turned on each other. 

Again and again, they catch and hold one another in mid-motion, occasionally even pulling a 

single dancer back from the precipice at the edge of the stage. But the support sometimes reads 

as restraint or even oppression. 

It's all beautiful nevertheless—a seamless combination of isolations, shifts of weight and 

intimate intertwinings, as the dancers roll over each other's bent backs and pass through the 

negative space of someone else's limbs. Quijada weaves motifs and repeated sequences 

throughout the work, even as the players change and the dancers segue from tight clusters into 

solos and duets. Some moments are disarmingly fresh, as in Cowie and Quijada's duet, when he 

moves his face first along her arm and then along her leg, never losing contact. It's tender, 

sensual and odd all at once. 

Yan Lee Chan's lighting design and Jasper Gahunia's score are integral to the dreamlike 

atmosphere of the work. The stage dims and brightens, bathed in warmth at times, eerily stark at 
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others. Gahunia's layered composition creates a sense of expectation that never lets go, even as 

the mood and pace change. 

The chemistry of the group and what drives their interactions is never quite clear, but we get to 

know each of them: Gregg's elegant extensions, Luy's wildness, Cowie's decisive angularity, 

Ved's softness, Quijada's coiled intensity. 

Are they held together by love? Blood? Necessity? 

In the final seconds, as Ved disentangles herself at last from her family's clutches and they move 

away into the darkness, we feel both her loss and her relief. 

Tresca Weinstein is a frequent contributor to the Times Union. 
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